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Abstract

The process used to build an autonomous smart
home system using Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS)
principles has received much attention by researchers
and developers. However, there are many challenges
during the design and implementation of such a system,
such as Portability, Timing, Prediction, and Integrity.
This paper presents a novel modeling methodology
for a smart home system in the scope of Cyber-
Physical interface that attempts to overcome these
issues. We discuss a high-level design approach that
simulates the first three levels of a 5C architecture in
CPS layers in a smart home environment. A detailed
description of the model design, architecture, and a
software implementation via NetLogo simulation have
been presented in this paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Cyber-Physical Systems (CPS) have become a very interest-

ing field for researchers and the United States government la-

beled CPS as one of its strategic developments in 2007[1]. CPS

have been defined as ”engineered systems that are built from,

and depend upon, the seamless integration of computational

and physical components” [2]. Other researchers present CPS

as software and hardware elements which connected together

for a certain purpose by saying: ”A Cyber-physical system

can be viewed as an advanced collaborative collection of both

software and physical entities which share data, information,

and knowledge to achieve a function (which can be technical,

service, or social in nature)”[3]. CPS can be applied to many

research topics including, but not limited to, Swarm Robotics,

Sensor Networks, Automotive, Aviation, Internet of Things

(IoT), and the Smart Home, which can represent the basic unit

in a Smart City [1], [4], [5].

In general, CPS tries to represent our real world as a virtual

phenomenon (Cyber Mode) by producing cyber components

which are intended to match the design and purpose of a

physical device. One goal is to gain a better understanding of

the physical world and to improve the system intelligence and

mitigate limitations that could occur in the physical world.

Therefore, networked, embedded components and network

control systems must be connected to the physical world to

address the CPS’s requirements. Such a CPS should embed all

essential capabilities to satisfy the overall system requirements.

These may include a feedback loop either from another

components or humans, adaptability to any changes and the

ability to be reconfigured to satisfy the dynamic changes in

real time processes. [6].

This paper focuses on an application of the principles of

CPS design by presenting a high-level design pattern for smart

homes. Our proposed system, as shown in Figure 1, tries to

enhance the design of the smart home environment based on

Cyber Physical principles by an approach that uses a smart

agent for each subsystem, a storage agent-based cloud for

backup data with an enterprise-level analysis, and a centralized

intelligent agent that connects all the components of our

proposed system in a unique design that we call the BUTLER.

The purpose of our design is to present a new structure for

the high-level design of a personal assistant in the home

environment that is implemented under CPS design principles.

A. Cyber Physical System challenges

There are many challenges in the implementation of a Cyber

Physical System and several of them impact the design of a

Smart Home. Prior research has identified the following issues:

1. Portability: Developers can spend significant amounts of

time designing for portability [7]. Sztipanovits et al. [8]

identified heterogeneity as one of the major problems that

developers face during the design of a cyber-physical system

for real-world applications.

2. Time: Timing constraints exist in both the design phase and

implementation phase and developers of CPS must ensure

that timing-related requirements are considered during

the implementation phase [7]. Therefore, a proper timing

analysis must be computed both for static analysis methods

(time needed to analyze both source code and machine code

without implementation) and dynamic analysis methods

(actual runtime of CPS’s system software).
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Fig. 1: The Intelligent Home System Design (Project BUTLER)

3. Connection Problems (Predictability and Integrity): The

jitter that can happen in most communication links is a

significant and undesired factor that needs to be minimized

of eliminated, especially the when application requires real-

time communications [9]. In addition, integrity between

heterogeneous hardware and software components in a

system must be assured in cyber-physical systems. Reli-

able communication is an important element for learning,

adopting, and teaching in a cyber-physical system [10].

The following sections present our high-level design for a

home environment-based CPS that attempts to overcome some

of the challenges that were mentioned in the previous section.

The overall system design is presented in Figure 1. Section 3

presents the system simulation. Finally, the conclusion is in

section 4.

II. OUR CPS DESIGN APPROACH

Delegating most of the user’s needs to the automated system

is an essential part of a Smart Home. Therefore, providing an

environment that can detect burglary, fire and smoke, gas or

water leaks, and other threats is essential to protect residents.

In addition, it should be capable of monitoring and controlling

the lighting system, appliances, multimedia devices, energy

resource system and home power grid. Awareness of these

requirements gives developers insight when they try to develop

such a system that fits each resident’s specific needs.

This means that the first three software layers in the 5C

architecture, shown in Figure 2, should present an advanced

analytical and flexible functionality over other layers. Therefore,

having the ability to be autonomous, intelligent and adaptable

are mandatory when designing such a system. These capabilities

make the cyber version of a system understand the home

environment and the resident’s needs to enable it to create an

ecosystem which makes the resident’s life easier and more

comfortable than before. The following paragraphs discuss the

necessary steps to present our intelligent CPS system design.

Fig. 2: CPS 5C Architectural Design

A. The Overall System Design

To satisfy the resident and system requirements, the design

of our system consists of eight subsystems, in addition to the

centralized Intelligent Agent (IA) shown in Figure 1. Each

subsystem has the appropriate types of sensors, actuators, and

devices which we call ’NODES’. For each subsystem, all the

nodes should be connected to the subunit of that subsystem. For

example, the multimedia subunit connects all the multimedia

devices in the home. By comparing these components to 5C

CPS architecture, these connected components represent the

smart connection level in the 5C pyramid architecture that

includes data collecting, buffering and streamlining.

Since a row of collected data may be generated from different

subsystems or even different devices in one subsystem, data

must be filtered to remove noise and redundancy by the

subsystem agent to convert it to more meaningful information

for upper layers. The subsystem agents map to the Data-to-

Information layer in CPS architecture design to ensure real-time

data streamlining and feedback from the cyber space [11]. In

addition to data filtration and noise reduction, the subsystem

agents play an important role in communication between the

subunits and the central agent (IA). The subsystem agents and

the central IA communicate using the same communication

protocols, whether the communication medium is wired or

wireless. Thus, we use the subsystem agents to ensure integrity

between heterogeneous components and solve the portability

issues that were mentioned in section I-A.

The central IA represents the second main element in the

CPS architecture, which is described as ”...the intelligent

machine computing for the collected data which represents the

cyberspace.” [11]. Thus, the second level (IA) is the knowl-

edge and prediction level that provides advanced computing

algorithms and resilience [1], [4]. It is positioned in the center

of our CPS system and connects all other subsystems as one

interconnected system. It is actually representing the brain

(Cyber level) of the automated system that continuously works

to track the user’s behavior. Therefore, all information, after

minimizing and analyzing data, will be saved in a short-

term database and long-term backup memory. After extracting

specific information about the preferences of the users, the
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next important stage is to predict each user’s needs and act on

behalf of the user to perform the expected actions.

In the proposed design, both the cognition and the configu-

ration levels of the CPS architecture are provided via a third

party company, such as Amazon, Google, or Microsoft via

their cloud-based analytics tools. This cloud-based logging and

data analysis will provide the system with online monitoring

and will diagnose and predict potential failures. These analytic

services can help extending the configuration level of this Smart

Home to interface with an associated Smart City.

To illustrate how the specific design that was discussed

above meets the system overall requirements, Figure 3 shows

the architectural design of the communications between two

of the subsystem agents and the IA to control and manage the

message flows for those subsystems.

From Figure 3, we can see that each subsystem has its own

specific nodes which are distinct from the other subsystems;

hence the security subsystem has many types of nodes such as

motion, smoke, door lock, window break, or CCTV, while the

lighting subsystem has different kinds of nodes like illuminance

sensors, light bulbs, and LED. All security nodes are connected

to a security subunit which connects all security sensors,

actuators, and devices to a security subsystem agent using

either wire or wireless standard communication protocols. It

is important to mention that there are many tasks assigned

to each subsystem agent which also differ from one agent to

another. These tasks may include monitoring and controlling

all security nodes, buffering, sending the current status to the

intelligent agent, running predefined commands from the IA,

or data mining and context aware processing.

The lighting subsystem agent is implemented to deal with

different kinds of lighting nodes. The subsystem’s agents, as

seen in Figure 3 take the block numbers 2 and 4. These agents

are located between the subsystem and the IA. The agents here

try to read the nodes’ status from the subsystem’s subunit by

polling an operation process and saving the data in its local

memory. After that it filters and analyzes the data and sends it

to the IA. In some cases, selected data may be sent directly to

the storage agent (block number 6) to be saved in the cloud

(block number 7) as backup data for the system and for further

analyses. When a lighting node’s status changes, it is sent

directly via the agent to the brain of the entire system (the IA)

to determine the action to take. The lighting subsystem agent

would continuously read and implement any new commands

from the IA.

The centralized Intelligent Agent plays the most important

role in the system because it acts as the brain of the designed

system and represents the cyber level in CPS’s 5C architec-

ture. The IA will perform long and short-term learning and

optimization to predict user behavior and adapt to changes in

that behavior over time.

The storage agent is the only component that interacts with

the Internet and, therefore, will be provided with firewall

capabilities to isolate components of Smart Home environment

from the cloud system.

B. The Automatic Mode of Operation

When the system runs in automatic mode the IA takes the

control of a home environment to do all the tasks that have been

delegated to it by the resident. To reach this level of processing,

which presents the cyber level in 5C Architecture, there are

three proposed phases of the automatic mode of operation that

must be implemented, as discussed in the following paragraph.

1) System Development Phases for Automatic Mode of

Operation : The automatic mode of operation represents a

more complex system than the simple Smart Home controllers

which have been used up to now. Figure 4 shows a three phase

approach, which includes the Initialization Phase, the Learning

Phase, and the Action Phase.

a. Initialization Phase

This phase configures the initialization parameters for the

nodes and related subsystem agent software programs for

each agent, in addition to the IA’s initial configuration. The

initial parameters and software programs are necessary when

any part of the system needs to be restarted or rebooted.

Many of the parameters and pre-configured rules that are

presented as initial rules for operation from the starting

point are actually present in the default rules that any system

begins with. Adding to that, there are several predefined

procedures that will be included in the initial state. These

procedures are preprogrammed steps that the Intelligent

Agent will use to handle certain events which can occur

at any time, such as detecting potentially dangerous events

or certain weather conditions. Since these events will be

processed in a standard way, such as closing windows during

rain or sounding an alarm during a fire, they do not require

learning user behavior.

b. Learning Phase

This represents the second phase of the automatic mode

of operation. It consists of four essential steps that begin

with collecting the status for each physical node from all

the subsystem agents in the IA local memory. The next

step is to analyze and aggregate the information that comes

from the agents using some feature extraction and context

processing. The decision step makes use of decision theory

to generate a hypothesis from the set of current inputs. The

hypothesis represents the target function that the IA wants

to model for that set of input information. If this hypothesis

is new for the IA, then the IA should wait for the user to

take an action. After this step, the IA can build or generate

a new rule to use it in the future for the same hypothesis. If

the current hypothesis is similar to a hypothesis that exists

in the local memory, then the IA will act in the way it has

already learned to from those earlier inputs.

This phase is a very important because it tries to build a

new rule that consists of gathering input variables coming

from node’s status and producing the correct output, which

is based on predicting the user’s actions when that input

occurs. The strategy used to build new rules comes from

tracking the user behaviors against different nodes status in

the surrounding environment and to implement these rules
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Fig. 3: The communication and information flow between the IA, two subsystems, and cloud

in the last phase of automatic mode. The new rule is used,

along with the initial rules, to control of the system on

behalf of the user during the next phase.

c. Action Phase

In this phase, the IA tries to take the right action by using

the applicable rule for the current state or node status. This

action is represented by the Act block in Figure 4. The last

block is labeled Adapt which means that the IA should have

the capability to update the learned rules from the previous

phase due to an unexpected change that has been done by

the resident manually. In another words, the system could

change the rules produced in the learning phase based on

changes in user behavior (i.e., changing the output variable

for the target function) for the same input node status (the

target function’s inputs variables). This phase is necessary

to allow the system to adjust when the user changes his

mind or has a guest or responds to changes in weather. This

requires that the IA continuously monitors and updates to

track these changes to satisfy the resident’s needs and to

perform the tasks that have been assigned to the BUTLER.

2) The Configurations in the Automatic Mode of Operation:

From our own experience, we are aware that life naturally and

continuously is changing from time to time. However, there are

also many human activities which happen while the resident

is in the home that are different from when the user is not

there. Therefore, we propose that our system will work in a

different mode when the resident is not at home. We refer to

the Active Mode as that time when at least one of the residents

is at home and the Standby Mode describes the time when

the residents are all away for more than a short time. Each

mode has its own configuration and pre-defined working rules

assigned during the software design phase as follows:

a. The Configurations for Active Mode: The configuration for

the active mode here means the needed steps to set up

predefined parameters and rules that the system must follow

as an initial behavior. These parameters are selected by the

resident along with the preferred values for each occupant

in the home. There are also some simple rules for normal

operations. For example, turning the front-yard light ON at

sunset is a very basic rule that could be predefined rather

than learned. Of course, both the predefined rules and the

learned rules can be modified when the butler is running in

the active mode, as discussed in Section II-B.

The following paragraphs describe predefined algorithms

and procedures for two subsystems as an example of how

subsystems will operate differently.

• Security and Monitoring Subsystem: The configuration

for this subsystem consists of five important algorithms.

Due to page restrictions, we will explain one security

flowchart as in Figure 5. This flowchart shows how the

security agent reacts when monitoring any changes that

could happen in any of its nodes.

• Lighting Subsystem Usually, the time of day and the

weather in this subsystem play an important role but
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Fig. 4: The development phases for the automatic mode during the
active mode of operation

after analyzing the working scenario, we decided to

depend on the illuminance level in a home due to better

performance and efficient use of energy consumption.

We chose to use several algorithms that also make use

of predefined rules, as summarized in Figure 6.

b. The Configurations for Standby Mode: This mode will be

activated by the resident when he leaves the house for a

vacation or long trip. In this case, the IA (which represents

the cyber layer) becomes the manager over every electronic

device in the home. Therefore, there are several important

steps that must be done by the IA when this mode is

activated. The IA will look for any changes that could

have happened in any node or subsystem. For instance, the

IA could receive a status message from the security agent

that reports some abnormal activity in some security nodes.

If the IA finds the current state is critical, then the IA

instantly could follow a set of predefined steps like sending

a notification message to the owner, turning all lights ON,

recording any activity using CCTV, activating the panic

button, or calling 911. In another example, the IA could

detect that an outside door is unlocked. The IA could wait

for a period of time to sense if there is a person inside the

home. If motion is detected, it could follow the emergency

steps described above, or if the IA cannot sense any motion

inside the home, then it could assume that the door was

left unlocked by accident and send a command message to

the security agent to lock the door and notify the resident

that a door was left unlocked.

III. SYSTEM SIMULATION

After assigning all the requirements and necessary design

for all the needed components of the proposed system, a

NetLogo 5.2.0 simulation program was used to simulate the

home environment and necessary hardware components. Figure

7 shows a map as an example of a simple home plan. The

home consists of one bedroom, one bathroom, a living room,

a kitchen, and a garage. In addition to the home map, we can

see many components marked with numbers 1 to 11. These

components are used to manually control and monitor the status

for different node types labeled 6, 7, and 8 as shown in the

figure. In addition, the two power plots labeled with numbers

9 and 10, show the instant and average power consumption

of the home nodes, and the real-time status of some of the

lighting nodes is labeled 11.

The setup button, which is labeled with number 1, is used

to preset the nodes in the home environment to the initial state,

while the run button labeled with number 2, is used to execute

the software program in a continuous loop. The standby mode

button, labeled with number 3, allows operators to choose

between two types of configurations, the active mode, and the

standby mode. Because of the different procedures between

each mode, we can choose the first mode when the user at

home, otherwise, we can choose the standby mode when the

user is out of the home. By operating the manual mode button,

we can select between the manual mode of operation and the

automatic mode of operation.

The manual mode button represents what we have in our

home and how we control the nodes in our daily life. In other

words, this mode neither has any agents for each subsystem

nor an Intelligent Agent. Therefore, the control process for any

node must be done by the user himself/herself through a direct

interface. This allows the simulator to represent the status of

the home when there is no Smart Home controller.

The auto mode button represents the existence of an agent

for each subsystem, the central Intelligent Agent as the brain of

the automated system and the cloud as a storage backup for the

entire system. In this mode, the BUTLER would take control

of the nodes and make changes according to the predefined

and learned rules. However, it is important to mention here

that if the user tries to change the status for any nodes in the

environment for some reason, the BUTLER should give the user

the privilege to execute what the user needs and record that new

behavior. Since the BUTLER is tracking the user’s behavior, if

the BUTLER sees that the same action happens several times

upon the same set of input states or sensor values, then the

BUTLER would adapt by building or editing the current rule

for that status in the database that exists inside the IA. Section

III-A, discusses in more detail what the butler does during a

certain time of a weekday when choosing the automatic mode

of operation.

The manual control for any node during both manual or

auto modes are done via the buttons labeled 5, 6, 7, and 8

in Figure 7. Some of the nodes have a status represented by
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Fig. 5: Security agent’s thread to monitor and notify any change in Security Sensor Status to the Intelligent Agent

Fig. 6: Lighting agent’s thread to Run new command that comes from IA and Report the new status
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Fig. 7: The Designed Home Plan using NetLogo

Boolean values, which mean the nodes are either in an ’ON’

state or an ’OFF’ state. This represents devices like a TV, a

voice mail device, a coffee maker, a smoke detector sensor, or

a windows break sensor. Other types of nodes present analog

values such as dimmer switches for the lighting in each of

bedroom, bathroom, kitchen, and so on. Each node is displayed

in the home plan with red color to indicate the OFF status,

while the green color indicates the ON status.

The landscape has the sprinkler motor button labeled number

6. This button turns the sprinkler motor ON in four areas around

the home. Each area has two sprinklers in addition to one soil

moisture sensor. The soil moisture sensors are only used in the

auto mode. This means the sprinklers in the manual mode work

according to a fixed time schedule, much like the standard

watering system found in many homes.

Section III-A and III-B give two daily scenarios as follows:

A. Morning Scenario

To show how the user will use the home facilities, we will

explain the morning scenario, which the user probably will

do every weekday. This morning scenario begins at 6 AM. At

this time, the home will be dark because the sun has not yet

risen. As the alarm clock goes on, the person wakes up and

tries to physically interface with the surrounding devices or

nodes, so the first interface will be to turn on the bedroom

lights. After that, the person may spend 10 to 15 minutes in

the bathroom also turning the lights on and taking a shower.

Then he leaves the bathroom and goes toward the kitchen at

6:15 AM to get his fresh breakfast. On his way, the person

would like to turn on the TV to listen to the latest news while

taking his breakfast. In the kitchen, the user also would turn

the light on and try to make fresh coffee and some light meals

using the range or oven. After finishing the breakfast at 6:45,

the user goes back to his bedroom again to change his clothes.

Finally, he leaves the house for work at 7 AM.

Dealing with this simple scenario makes the power resource

calculation clear and easy to understand because the same steps

are used to explain how the automatic mode works to predict

the user behavior and try to work on behalf the user to execute

the delegated tasks.

B. Standby Mode Scenario

This scenario shows how the BUTLER is going to react

to any normal conditions that may happen at any time when

the user is away from home during the standby mode of

operation. The BUTLER must act autonomously according to

any change in security nodes status like opening an access door,

a broken window, and smoke detected by sensors. If a window

break sensor detects broken glass, then the IA instantly should

do several steps. These steps include sending a notification

message to the owner, turning all lights ON, recording video

from the CCTV. activating the alarm, then calling 911.

Since one of the benefits of the Smart Home is more efficient

use of resources such as electricity and water, the following

paragraph discusses how the simulation calculates the use of

water and electrical power.

C. Energy Monitoring for Electrical Consumption and Water

Usage

This section describes how we calculate the electrical power

consumption and water resource usage. Every node has a

different rate of power consumption measured in watt-hour

(Wh) or kilo-watt-hour (kWh) and this display helps the

user understand the impact of energy use on the monthly

electric bills. The power consumption will be calculated using
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a software program function to check every working device in

the home continuously.

E(kWh/day) = P (W )×
T(h/day)

1000(W/kW )
(1)

To calculate the energy consumption for nodes that the user

may use every day, we can use Equation 1. Therefore, as we

are working in the manual mode, we calculate the average

power consumption for daily usage during the morning scenario

period only from 6AM to 7AM. We find the electrical power

consumption to be about 0.630 kWh in the weekday. So, the

electrical power consumption for one month based on this

scenario only will be 18.9 kW and for one year is about 226.8

kWh for the morning scenario only.

To calculate water consumption for the four landscape zones,

we assume that a water pump motor scheduled to run for 30

minutes per cycle, 3 days a week as follows:

Nc = Nm × Tz (2)

Where Nc represents the number of gallons per cycle, while

Nm represents the number of water gallon consumed per one

minute for each zone, and Tz is the time for each zone. So, by

applying equation 2, we have 360 Gallon/cycle = (12 gallons

a minute per zone) * (30 Minute/zone). For four zones, the

water consumption is 1440 Gallon/Cycle which produces 5760

gallons per week. Therefore, the monthly water consumption

is 23040 Gallon a Month, which represents a large number

that reflects a large utility’s bill each month.

When the simulation runs in automatic mode, we can

determine how well the BULTER’s prediction of the user’s

behavior may help in reducing power consumption during

different scenarios.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

The increasing need to implement CPS for heterogeneous

large scale complex applications, such as smart city, smart grid,

and smart manufacturing, has resulted in more focus on CPS

by both researchers and providers. However, the large scale of

these systems creates several problems that need to be solved,

such as portability, Timing, predictability and integration. This

paper presents a synergistic high-level design approach for a

Cyber-Physical System (CPS) in a home environment that tries

to overcome the several of these problems. We presented a

novel modeling methodology of an intelligent home automation

system based CPS that we call The BUTLER. The design of

the BUTLER shows how each physical element from a tiny

sensor to a smart agent device that occurs in our physical

world can be interfaced to the cyber world and how they can

be interconnected and configured to represent the first three

levels of a system based on the 5C architecture.

The next phase of this research will utilize data gathered

from a real-world Smart Home environment [12] to test the

automatic phase of the system and determine the more effective

machine learning approaches to use for prediction of the user’s

behaviors.
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